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Dear Parents, Residents, and Community Members: 

The school year is off to a nice start.  It has been great to have all of our students back to school every day for in-
person instruction.  While COVID-19, and the many daily challenges that have come with it, is still very much a 
part of each of our daily lives, we are working to try and provide the best educational experience possible for our 
students, faculty/staff and school community.   

As we begin November it is a time of thanks and appreciation.  Therefore, I wanted to take time to say thank you 
to a few groups of people.       

First, at the October 19th Board of Education meeting, we took the time to celebrate volunteerism and recognized 
our South Lewis Board of Education members.  It was with sincere thanks that we showed our appreciation to 
our nine elected officials who give so much of their energy and efforts to make our school and community a 
better place.  The role of School Board Member has never been more challenging.  Collectively, the South Lewis 
Board of Education has over 60 years of service.  Below is a list of our BOE members along with their years of 
service. 

•Andrew Liendecker (President) – 9 years 
•Dawn Ludovici (Vice-President) – 4 years 
•Tom Burmingham – 8 years 
•Paul Campbell – 22 years 
•Jessica Carpenter – 5 years 
•Christine Chaufty – 2 years 
•Blake Place – newly elected in May 
•Justin Szucs – 2 years 
•Rich Ventura – 11 years 

We also all need to thank the many Veterans who serve and have served our country.  School will not be in 
session on Thursday, November 11th in celebration of Veteran’s Day.  This day is in honor of the countless fine 
men and women who have made sacrifices to protect our way of life.   

Lastly, I would like to thank our School Related Personnel (SRP) staff.  This group of support staff does an 
amazing job and we are lucky to have each one of them.  We will formally recognize this group, which includes 
bus drivers, aides, food service workers, building and grounds staff, and keyboarding specialists among many 
other titles, on SRP Recognition Day on Tuesday, November 16th.   These individuals help to make our school 
district inviting, safe, and a great place for kids.   

May you all have a wonderful holiday season.  Stay safe and be well.  Please do not hesitate to contact me if you 
have any needs, questions, or concerns.   

Sincerely, 

Douglas Premo 
Superintendent of Schools 
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Please	welcome	the	following	staff	who	joined	us	during	2020-2021	or	at	the	start	of	the	2021	
school	year.	

Joanna	Allen	joined	the	South	Lewis	family	in	August,	as	a	Teacher	Assistant	in	Middle	School.		
She	was	a	substitute	in	our	district	last	year	throughout	our	grade	levels.		Previously,	Joanna	was	
a	Teacher	Assistant	at	Beaver	River.	 	 Joanna	 lives	 in	Martinsburg	with	her	husband,	Brad,	and	
her	 two	 teenage	 children.	 	 Her	 family	 likes	 to	 spend	 time	 outside;	 especially	 watching	 her	
children	play	sports.	 	Joanna	is	excited	to	begin	her	career	here	at	South	Lewis	and	is	happy	to	
call	the	Falcon	family	home!	

Eric	 Bentz	 joined	 the	 South	 Lewis	 Family	 in	 March	 of	 2021	 as	 a	 bus	 driver.	 Eric	 earned	 a	
Bachelor's	degree	in	Education	from	SUNY	Cortland.	Eric	spent	25+	years	in	the	human	services	
Vield,	many	supporting	adults	with	various	disabilities.	Eric	enjoys	spending	time	with	his	wife,	
fellow	SL	Family	member,	Shannon	Chamberlain,	and	daughter.	Often	you	can	Vind	Eric	and	his	
family	outside	enjoying	some	adventure.	Eric	is	proud	to	be	a	part	of	the	South	Lewis	family	and	
looks	forward	to	helping	provide	the	best	education	possible	to	our	students.	

Courtney	Bradish	is	the	new	middle	school	Special	Education	teacher	at	South	Lewis.	She	
went	 to	 college	 at	 Finger	 Lakes	 Community	 College	 and	 SUNY	Brockport.	 After	 college,	
Courtney	 decided	 to	 move	 back	 home	 where	 she	 started	 subbing	 in	 nearby	 schools.	
Courtney	previously	 taught	at	Adirondack	Central	School	and	BOCES	 in	Watertown	as	a	
Physical	 Education	 teacher.	 She	 had	 continued	 her	 journey	 as	 a	 teacher	 and	 decided	 to	
become	a	special	education	teacher.	Courtney	has	a	one-year	old	daughter	at	home	named	
Lyla	 and	 two	 dogs	 named	 Oakley	 and	 Benji	 along	 with	 a	 cat	 named	 Frank.	 Outside	 of	
school,	 she	enjoys	hiking	 the	46	high	peaks,	playing	 slow	pitch	 softball	 and	hanging	out	
with	her	family.	Courtney	is	so	excited	to	be	teaching	locally	and	to	be	a	part	of	the	South	Lewis	family.		

Tammy	Branagan	grew	up	in	Long	Lake,	the	heart	of	the	Adirondacks.	As	a	child	she	was	taught	
to	show	respect,	accept	and	follow	direction,	have	self-discipline,	work	hard,	be	compassionate	
and	 help	 others.	 These	 qualities	 have	 stuck	with	 her.	 She	 graduated	 from	 a	 small	 school	with	
seven	 other	 students!	 Tammy	 then	 went	 on	 to	 receive	 a	 college	 degree	 in	 business	
administration	and	then	realized	the	construction	Vield	was	too	rewarding	to	pass	up.	She	spent	
16	years	in	the	heavy	highway	building	trade	and	earned	her	up	to	grade	foreman	for	10	of	those	
years.	 She	 met	 husband,	 Bruce,	 on	 a	 waterline	 job	 and	 moved	 to	 Lewis	 County.	 They	 enjoy	
spending	time	with	their	two	furbabies,	their	grandsons	and	family.	They	also	like	to	travel,	hike,	

hunt	 and	 do	 just	 about	 anything	 outdoors.	 Tammy	 has	 joined	 the	 South	 Lewis	 family	 as	 a	 bus	 driver	 and	
cafeteria	monitor	and	is	excited	to	get	to	know	more	of	the	community.		

Greg	Burker	grew	up	on	a	farm	just	north	of	Lowville.	After	graduation,	Greg	worked	for	AMF	in	
Lowville	for	10	years.	After	that,	Greg	joined	the	Town	of	Watson	Highway	Department,	working	
there	for	32	years	before	retiring.	Bus	driving	is	in	Greg’s	blood,	since	both	his	father	and	father-
in-law	 both	 were	 school	 bus	 drivers.	 Greg	 lives	 on	 the	 Wetmore	 Road	 in	 Watson,	 with	 his	
wonderful	 wife	 PJ.	 Together,	 they	 both	 enjoy	 traveling	 and	 spending	 time	 with	 the	 Vive	
grandchildren.	

In	 September,	 Sheena	Dickinson	 joined	 the	 South	 Lewis	 Family	 as	 an	 aide	 in	 the	middle/high	
school.	 	 Sheena	 is	a	2002	graduate	 from	Lowville	Academy	Central	School	and	now	resides	 in	
Turin	with	her	husband,	Paul,	 and	 their	 two	 children	Hailey	 and	Kaiden.	 	 She	has	 substituted	
since	2019	in	the	District	in	many	different	positions.		She	enjoys	kayaking,	camping,	reading	and	
mostly	 spending	 time	with	 her	 family	 and	 friends.	 	 Sheena	 is	 very	 excited	 to	 be	 a	 part	 of	 the	
South	Lewis	Family	and	very	thankful	for	the	opportunity	to	work	for	such	a	great	District!			

South Lewis Welcomes…
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Briannia Ely began as a Food Service Helper in January 2021. Briannia has four daughters and one 
son between her fiancé (Heath) and her. She is an animal lover who has two dogs named Beefy 
and Tax and a bunch of cats. She enjoys camping, fishing, and being with her family and pets. 

Kayla Grenier has joined our staff this year as the High School Front Office Secretary. A 
South Lewis Graduate, Mrs. Grenier has previously worked in the Emergency Services field 
as a dispatcher for private Ambulance Services and County 911. More recently, she was the 
Deputy Clerk for the Lewis County Board of Legislators. She resides in Port Leyden with her 
husband and son who is a South Lewis Elementary student.  Mrs. Grenier is excited to be 
back at South Lewis and is looking forward to assisVng students, parents and faculty for 
many years to come! 

Julie	 Grau	 is	 a	 graduate	 of	 Beaver	 River	 High	 School	 and	 received	 her	 Bachelor’s	
Degree	in	Human	Services	from	Empire	State	College.	Julie	has	been	employed	at	the	
Department	 of	 Social	 Services	 for	 the	 past	 13	 years	 and	 over	 the	 last	 several	 years	
worked	as	a	caseworker.	 	Julie	is	very	excited	to	join	the	South	Lewis	Community	and	
work	with	families	as	the	Home	School	Coordinator.			

Carrie Gunn joins the South Lewis family this year as a Teaching Assistant in the elementary 
building.  A South Lewis alumni herself, Carrie’s three children all graduated from South Lewis as 
well!  Since 2012, Carrie has been a familiar face around campus as both a subsVtute and a BOCES 
employee assigned to South Lewis.  In addiVon to her Teaching Assistant posiVon, Carrie is also our 
girls’ modified swim coach and was the co-director of the South Lewis Summer Academic 
Enrichment Program.  Carrie is super excited to be a Falcon!  Outside of school, Carrie enjoys Vme 
with her family, baking, and is a family care provider.  

JusVne Hall was recently hired as a Food Service Helper. She is a single mother to a beauVful 
daughter named Cora. Cora is her whole world and she spends as much Vme with her as she 
possibly can. Her number one pasVme is spending Vme with her family. She is blessed to have 
both of her parents. She has one brother; she also has a sister who has blessed her with two 
nephews, a niece, and a wonderful brother-in-law. She tries to spend as much Vme together as 
possible, family dinners are a big part of her life. She enjoys camping, walking, dancing, singing 
(terrible at it, but does it anyway lol). She is a South Lewis Alumni, graduated in 2003. She went to 
Jefferson County Community College and has an associates degree in business 
management. 

Chuck	Huebner	was	 born	 in	Queens,	 NY	 and	 later	moved	 to	 Boonville,	 NY.	 After	 graduating	
from	High	School,	Chuck	entered	into	the	military.	During	that	time,	Chuck	served	our	Country	
in	 the	Marine	 Corps,	 National	 Guard	 and	 is	 currently	 retiring	 from	 the	 United	 States	 Army.	
Chuck	entered	 into	bus	driving	under	an	apprenticeship	program	through	 the	military.	After	
successful	completion	of	the	apprenticeship	program,	Chuck	accepted	a	position	as	a	full-time	
bus	driver	for	South	Lewis	in	February	2021.	

	
Adam	Light	joins	the	South	Lewis	family	as	a	Bus	Driver	after	relocating	from	Bucks	County,	
Pennsylvania	to	Brantingham.	Adam	brings	ten	years	of	driving	experience	to	the	bus	driver	
position.	When	 he	 is	 not	 driving	 for	 South	 Lewis,	 Adam	 and	 his	 wife,	 Tiffany,	 manage	 the	
Trailside	 Ranch	 located	 in	 Brantingham.	 Commonly	 you	 can	 Vind	 Adam	 enjoying	 the	many	
outdoor	activities	the	region	has	to	offer.		
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Joe	 Marks	 joins	 South	 Lewis	 as	 a	 Custodian.	 He	 grew	 up	 in	 Boonville	 and	 went	 to	
Adirondack	High	School.	In	school,	he	enjoyed	sports,	especially	football.	After	school,	
he	 went	 to	 work	 for	 a	 construction	 company	 that	 he	 had	 worked	 at	 during	 an	
internship	 through	 BOCES.	 He	 has	 always	 enjoyed	 building	 and	 really	 liked	 timber	
framing.	In	2018,	he	moved	to	Colorado	Springs	and	later	to	Leadville,	Colorado.	During	
his	time	in	Colorado,	he	liked	to	snowboard	at	all	of	the	resorts	and	trout	Vish	all	over	
the	state.	Now	he	is	back	in	Boonville	and	happy	to	be	near	family	and	friends.		

McKayla	Nuffer	is	our	new	Middle	School	Grade	8	Mathematics	teacher.	She	is	a	native	
of	Croghan,	New	York	and	is	very	excited	to	return	to	the	North	Country.	She	attended	
Beaver	River	Central	School	and	continued	on	to	St.	Lawrence	University,	receiving	her	
undergraduate	 degree	 in	Mathematics	 and	 Fine	Arts	with	 a	minor	 in	 Education;	 she	
continued	 at	 St.	 Lawrence	 University	 and	 received	 her	 Master’s	 degree	 in	 General	
Studies:	 Professional	CertiVication.	 She	has	 spent	 the	 last	 seven	years	working	 in	 the	
boarding	 school	world	 as	 a	 dorm	 parent,	 teacher	 and	 coach.	 	 She	worked	 for	 three	
years	at	the	Hyde	School	in	Bath,	ME	and	the	past	four	years	at	the	Kent	School	in	Kent,	
CT.	 	Continuing	with	her	love	for	sports	as	both	a	high-school	and	collegiate	athlete,	Miss	Nuffer	will	be	the	
Girls’	Varsity	Basketball	coach	at	South	Lewis.	 	She	is	very	excited	to	call	South	Lewis	her	school	and	can’t	
wait	to	begin	her	journey	as	a	Falcon.	

Kathleen	 Premuto	 is	 a	 new	 Food	 Service	 Helper.	 Some	 of	 her	 favorite	 people	 call	 her	
Grammy	Kate.	She	has	three	fantastic	sons	and	Vive	wonderful	grandchildren	with	whom	
she	loves	to	spend	time	with.	In	2021,	she	gladly	accepted	a	job	as	part	of	the	Cafeteria	
Staff	in	the	South	Lewis	School	District	Kitchen.	She	has	decades	of	experience	in	the	food	
service	industry,	and	a	passion	for	cooking.	She	is	very	appreciative	of	this	opportunity.	
She	 tries	 to	 live	 her	 life	 being	 kind	 and	 understanding	 towards	 others	 and	 to	 leave	
everyone	with	a	smile.	

Casey	Szucs	joins	the	South	Lewis	family	as	an	elementary	building	aide	this	year.		Casey	grew	
up	 in	Massachusetts,	but	 the	rest	of	her	 family	has	attended	South	Lewis,	 including	her	 two	
children.	 	Prior	 to	 joining	 the	South	Lewis	 team,	Casey	was	a	dental	hygienist	 for	15	years.	
Casey	is	most	excited	to	be	working	with	children	and	helping	in	the	community.	 	When	she’s	
not	in	school,	Casey	enjoys	time	with	her	family,	working	in	the	garden,	and	being	outside.		
	

	
Charlotte	Zeigler	 joins	South	Lewis	as	a	Food	Service	Helper.	She	was	born	 in	Utica,	NY.	Her	
mother	is	Everlyn	Bourgeois	Kellogg	and	her	deceased	father’s	name	was	Charles	Kellogg.	Her	
early	childhood	years	were	spent	on	a	dairy	farm	where	her	father	worked.	 	Her	mom	was	a	
stay-at-home	mother.	 She	 has	 one	 sibling	who	 is	 two	 years	 younger	 than	 her.	 Her	 name	 is	
Charlene	(Kellogg)	Ashcroft.	Her	family	moved	out	of	NY	state	when	she	was	11	years	old	and	
then	 returned	 to	New	York	when	she	 turned	18.	She	and	her	husband	Dwayne	 (Duke)	have	
two	children.
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On Wednesday, October 6th we 
held a Ribbon Cutting/Grand 

Opening ceremony for the new 
elementary addition.  We had 
approximately 100 people in 

attendance.  It was a great night 
and a well deserved celebration for 

our school and community.
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Hello,	South	Lewis!!!	I	am	so	excited	to	have	ALL	of	our	students	back	together	for	the	2021-22	
school	 year!	 We	 are	 fortunate	 to	 have	 begun	 the	 year	 being	 able	 to	 offer	 all	 of	 our	 current	
academic	programming	and	extracurricular	activities,	despite	the	many	challenges	that	we	face	
in	 order	 to	 do	 so.	What	makes	me	most	 proud	 about	 being	 a	 South	 Lewis	 Falcon	 is	 that	 our	
faculty	and	staff	will	always	rise	to	the	challenge	when	it	comes	to	offering	opportunities	to	our	
students!		

With	that	said,	it	is	important	to	note	that	in	order	to	continue	providing	these	opportunities	for	
our	students,	we	need	the	continued	support	of	the	students,	parents,	and	community	members	
as	well.	Unfortunately,	in	our	community,	we	have	seen	an	increase	in	the	COVID	positivity	rates.	
We	are	not	sheltered	from	that	at	South	Lewis.	We	also	have	seen	an	increase	in	positive	cases,	as	
well	as	in	the	number	of	students	being	placed	in	quarantine	here	on	campus.	As	you	all	know,	
we	 changed	our	masking	policy	 in	 the	district	 to	 address	 these	 concerns,	but	we	must	 remain	
vigilant	in	our	efforts	to	combat	the	local	spread.	We	will	be	strictly	enforcing	the	masking	policy	
in	our	efforts	 to	prevent	exposure,	 to	 limit	quarantining	students,	and	to	be	able	 to	provide	all	
that	we	do	for	our	students.		

This	year,	 like	all	before,	I	do	encourage	our	students,	parents,	and	community	members	to	get	
involved	and	to	participate	in	the	many	opportunities	that	I	previously	mentioned.	Whether	it	be	
sports,	performing	arts,	clubs,	activities,	or	general	use	of	our	 facilities,	we	 look	forward	to	the	
daily	 interactions	with	 you	 all	 and	 hope	 to	 provide	 you	with	 high	 quality	 experiences	 to	 best	
serve	your	needs.		We	all	need	that	now	more	than	ever	before!	

I	 am	 also	 extremely	 excited	 to	 see	 the	 vision	 of	 South	 Lewis	 to	 become	 “One	 District.	 One	
Building.	One	Family.”	come	to	fruition!	If	you	have	not	been	by	the	campus	recently,	you	are	in	
for	 quite	 a	 surprise	when	 you	 do.	 The	 new	 elementary	 building	 is	 amazing!	 There	 have	 been	
several	renovations	to	the	MS/HS	campus,	and	our	building	is	looking	better	than	ever.	We	truly	
have	a	campus	of	which	our	community	can	be	proud,	and	I	am	extremely	excited	for	the	future	
that	it	brings	to	our	students,	families,	and	the	entire	South	Lewis	community.		

I	 do	 have	 some	 Vinal	 reminder.	 We	 will	 be	 using	 FamilyID	 for	 paperwork	 that	 needs	 to	 be	
completed	by	parents	throughout	the	school	year,	including	Vield	trip	permission	and	sports	sign	
ups.	 If	you	have	not	done	so	already	and	are	 interested,	please	make	sure	 that	you	enroll	your	
child	 in	the	School	Based	Health	Center.	This	 is	a	great	partnership	with	Lewis	County	General	
Health	Center.	We	will	also	resume	the	School	Based	Dental	Program	this	school	year.	Again,	 if	
you	would	like	your	child	to	receive	dental	care	on	campus,	please	be	sure	to	enroll	them.			

I	hope	that	you	all	have	a	wonderful	school	year.	If	you	ever	have	any	questions,	please	feel	free	to	
contact	 me	 at	 anytime	 in	 the	 High	 School	 ofVice	 at	 315-348-2521,	 or	 via	 email	 at	
cluther@southlewis.org.		

Chad	Luther	
High	School	Principal

mailto:cluther@southlewis.org
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High School English Department 
Mrs. Delles, Dr. Alger, Mrs. McGuire and Mrs. Burke 

The English Department is working to prepare students to be college and career ready.  We are 
continuously working to implement the 1:1 technology initiative in our classrooms. All English teachers are 
using Google Docs, Google Classroom, and Common Lit as tools for student learning and success. These 
platforms allow students to access materials from home and to share writings for peer and teacher editing as 
well as to respond to literature and nonfiction.  Students should utilize these tools, as well as their email, 
during remote learning periods. Further, in English 12, students are responding to questions posed online for a 
College “Blackboard” experience.   
 In conjunction with career readiness, we continue to stress the importance of reading and writing, so 
familiar texts such as The Crucible, Hamlet, Macbeth, The Great Gatsby, Fahrenheit 451, Oedipus the King, 
Romeo and Juliet, A Raisin in the Sun, and Lord of the Flies will be taught in English 9-12 classrooms as the 
year progresses. Being engaged with these texts allows students exposure to the literary canon. The universal 
themes presented in these works are ones that remain relatable to today’s society. We focus on in-depth 
analysis of the texts, with the goal being increased reading comprehension for each student.  

Seniors in Block English analyzed with a critical lens primary documentation, including newspapers 
and personal letters, and compared them to excerpts of current published autobiographical works, which gave 
context to historic events. They are now engaged in critiquing and writing cover letters and resumes, 
reflecting on their strengths and weaknesses, and preparing themselves for future interviews and 
employability. 

In English 11, students recently finished reading The Crucible, and are continuously working on 
activities that focus on writing and applying appropriate grammar rules, while building their vocabulary 
knowledge. The eleventh grade classes are preparing to read the play, A Raisin in the Sun, by reading and 
discussing primary documents from the 1950s and 1960s. As the second semester starts, English 11 Honors 
students will be completing a college composition course that involves the writing of five major essays. The 
composition course emphasizes the skills and strategies required for scholarly writing. Ninth and tenth grade 
students are also working to develop skills in researching and writing. Sophomores are currently reading Of 
Mice and Men, and this will be followed by an argumentative essay as Regents practice. Freshmen completed 
an expressive reading and viewing of Sophocles’ play Oedipus, while learning about Ancient Greek theater. 
They are continuing to deepen their knowledge of artistic expression by reading Shakespeare’s play Romeo 
and Juliet, and will write an essay on “The Tragic Hero.”  
 As a department and as a school, we strive to offer our students the best educational opportunities 
possible. We continue to partner with both Jefferson Community College and Tompkins Cortland Community 
College, allowing our students the option to earn nine college credits in English as high school juniors and 
seniors. These credits have been readily transferable to colleges far and wide.  

In addition, we offer academic interventions services, or AIS. English AIS provides students the extra 
assistance they need to be successful in their English classes. English AIS focuses on the basic skills required 
for understanding and application in reading and writing. A wide range of alternate materials, which appeal to 
the various learning styles, are utilized.  We are proud to continue to help our students develop the 
communication skills needed to take the next steps in life. 
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Math Department
Mrs. Brown, Mr. Kilburn, Mrs. Schneider, Ms. Yager

The South Lewis High School Mathematics Department is so excited to 
have all of our students back in school and we are busy filling their minds 
with mathematics knowledge.  As we continue to strive to give students 
the best possible education in a pandemic environment, school continues 
to be the one semi-consistent place for teachers, students and parents.  We 
must continue to partner together for the success of our students. 

 
All freshmen are currently enrolled in an Algebra A or Algebra I course.   The freshmen and their teachers are 
in full swing learning Algebra.  Students in Algebra I will take the Regents test in June 2022.  Students in 
Algebra A will have another full year of Algebra, before tackling the Algebra Regents in June 2023. 

Geometry students are continuing to use a discovery learning approach each day to grasp concepts, before 
they learn “the trick” to solving problems.  The Geometry students will get the chance to show off their 
acquired skills on the Geometry Regents at the end of the school year.  We are elated that we can also offer 
our blast from the past course, Geometry NR.  Students get to enjoy the wonderful discovery of Geometry 
without the stress of the Regents examination. 

After Geometry, South Lewis students can choose from Algebra II and Trigonometry NR, another fairly new 
course.  Each of these courses will help fulfill the student’s additional graduation requirement of three years 
of Mathematics courses.  Students in Algebra II will experience a Regents type course and an examination in 
June 2022.  Trig NR students will get a hearty mix of Algebra, Geometry, and Trigonometry skills to be 
applied in real life situations and will take a final examination at the end of the school year.       

 
In addition to our graduation requirements, South Lewis students can obtain college credits by taking College 
Algebra, Pre-calculus, Statistics, and/or Calculus Classes.  This experience is a great way for our upper level 
mathematics students to get college credits through TC3, while still enjoying the benefits of a structured high 
school teacher and classroom.   

*A special note to parents* 
 
Amidst the myriad of assessments, curriculum changes, state mandates, 
remote experiences, and technology additions, please try to alleviate 
your student’s fears and concerns by letting them know that it still takes 
the same qualities to be a successful student.  Students should be 
prepared for class, pay attention, complete assignments, and prepare for 
assessments.  In addition, parents can help by making sure that students 
are prepared on a daily basis with the appropriate materials and by 
checking their Google classroom. 
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High School Mr. Griffiths, Mr. Shannon, Mrs. Delles, Mr. Youngs

Welcome from the Social Studies Department at South Lewis High School.  We would like to use this 
newsle^er to introduce ourselves to those that don’t already know us and to give you a brief descripVon of 
the Social Studies Courses offered at the high school during this 2021-2022 school year. 

 Edward Griffiths (Department Chair) 
I a^ended Le Moyne College in Syracuse, NY and received my Bachelor’s Degree in History, with a Minor in 
PoliVcal Science.  Aaer receiving my BA, I returned to Le Moyne College and earned my Master’s Degree in 
EducaVon.  I am currently teaching in my 22nd year at South Lewis.   

Course I teach: 
United States History and Government (11th Grade) 

•This course covers the history of the United States from its colonial beginnings through current Vmes.  
We discuss not only the history itself, but also the people and culture of the United States as we progress 
through our history. The course also explores the foundaVon of the ConsVtuVon and the workings of our 
system of government, including the main powers of the three branches of government.  This course also 
looks at the background that led to important Supreme Court Cases and how the decisions impacted our 
history. We discuss current events that impact our naVon and look at how our history may have impacted 
these events.  There is a Regents Exam at the end of the year that is required to be passed for a Regent’s 
diploma for graduaVon. 

Kacee Delles 
I a^ended Jefferson Community College and SUNY Pla^sburgh for my Bachelor's degree. My bachelor's 
degree is in Secondary EducaVon with a concentraVon in social studies. Then I a^ended SUNY Potsdam, 
where I earned a Master's in Curriculum and InstrucVon. 

Courses I teach: 
POL 121  

•This JCC course is an introducVon to the American poliVcal system, including the ConsVtuVonal 
framework; legislaVve, execuVve, and judicial funcVons; as well as the nature of American poliVcal 
parVes, interest groups, public opinion, social movements, poliVcal economy, and the role each plays in 
contemporary American life. 

ECO 101  

•This JCC course focuses on Macroeconomics. Macroeconomics is a study of economic analysis as applied 
to problems of economic growth, business fluctuaVons, unemployment and inflaVon. Monetary and fiscal 
policies are evaluated as techniques used to achieve the economic goals of society. Macroeconomics 
deals with the overall level of output, its rate of growth and the level of prices in general. 

(Continued on Page 11)
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Global History and Geography I  

•Global History and Geography I covers ancient Vmes to global interacVons through 1750. 
Students engage in a variety of acVviVes including discussions, projects, assessments, wriVng 
assignments, and class work. 

Dan Shannon 
I a^ended Pla^sburgh State where I received my Bachelor’s of Science in History and also a^ended 
Pla^sburgh State to conVnue on and earn my Master’s in Curriculum and InstrucVon. 

Courses I teach: 
Global History and Geography II 

•This course examines world history chronologically beginning with the ScienVfic RevoluVon to 
the present.  Several concepts are woven throughout the course, including industrializaVon, 
naVonalism, imperialism, conflict, technology, and the interconnectedness of the world.  
Students engage in a significant amount of wriVng in this course in preparaVon for the Global 
History and Geography Regents exam given at the end of the school year.  Students must pass this 
exam to earn a Regents Diploma in New York State. 

SAVE (Students Against a Vanishing Environment)  

•This is a student-based organizaVon designed to promote environmental awareness and 
resource conservaVon.  Students assist in recycling both paper and plasVc, regardless if 
recyclables are redeemable for cash. Since 2001, SAVE has saved an esVmated 200 tons of paper 
and plasVc from being needlessly discarded into our local landfills.  SAVE students recycle in both 
the High School and Middle School and are assisted by the Recycling Club in the Elementary 
School. 

CapVon: SAVE Officers: Sarah Schindler, Secretary-Treasurer 
& Parker Kristoff, President 

(Continued on Page 12)
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Jeremy Youngs 

I received my Bachelor’s from UVca College where I dual majored in History and EducaVon. I then 
moved on to Concordia University and earned a Master’s in Special EducaVon. While a^ending 
college, I worked as a C.N.C machinist at Bartell Machinery where I completed my apprenVceship 
and became a journeyman machinist.  

Courses I teach: 

 ParVcipaVon in Government  

•This course aims to provide students with opportuniVes to become engaged in the poliVcal 
process by acquiring the knowledge and pracVcing the skills necessary for acVve ciVzenship. 
Throughout the course, we will analyze the processes and areas of influence on American 
Government. We will use current events that Ve directly to current events that have local, 
naVonal and global effects to illuminate key ideas and conceptual understandings. There are two 
major projects that will be completed. They are: a “Supreme Court Case/and ConsVtuVonal 
Amendment analysis, where students will pick a court case that addresses a specific amendment 
violaVon; and a Know your Government project where students will look into local, state and 
federal governments to idenVfy who their respecVve representaVves are at each level.   

 Economics 

•This course will provide an overview of both macroeconomic and microeconomic issues. 
Throughout the course we will evaluate the determinaVon of output, employment, 
unemployment, interest rates, and inflaVon. Monetary and fiscal policies are discussed, as are the 
public debt and internaVonal economic issues. We will also analyze areas including price 
determinaVon, supply, and demand.  Of primary importance are the behavior of individuals/
households and firms, and their impact on prices, and the supply and demand for goods and 
services.  There are two major projects in this course that include the Game of life, where 
students will pick a career path and budget their salaries and living expenses, as well as a stock/
investment project where students are granted a sum of ficVVous money and research different 
companies to invest in and track their data to illustrate how successful their investments were. 
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Mr. Comet, Mrs. Gerhardt, Ms. Huntress, Mr. Lawry

The Science Department is excited about the upcoming year.  We offer a multitude of courses that are sure to 
provide interesting answers when students are asked, “What did you do in school today?”   Please don’t 
accept, “Nothing.”  Undoubtedly, ideas were discussed, investigations were performed, and creativity 
prospered. 
  
At this time, Earth Science classes are working on Global Coordinate systems and how positions around the 
world change the positions of stars and the Sun.  We are investigating day length and special times of the year 
like solstices and equinoxes.  After this unit we will move to galactic coordinates and solar system/
astronomical observations.  Mr. Lawry is happy that we are all back in school even though things aren't 100% 
back to normal yet.  Please reach out to him if you have concerns or questions.  He is always eager to have a 
conversation about anything. 
  
Living Environment classes will soon be moving into Classification, Cellular Structure, and the Human Body 
Systems.  Special projects will hopefully include the return of our TIC:  Trout In the Classroom Project where 
we hope to hatch, raise, and release upwards of 400 Brook Trout, New York's official freshwater fish.  Also, in 
an effort to demonstrate food supply stewardship (and have some fun), we will be growing hydroponic lettuce, 
basil, kale, and other leafy greens in Tower Gardens in the classroom, as weather and the academic calendar 
allows. 
  
Regents Chemistry class has begun studying ionic and covalent bonding.  In the coming weeks they will be 
attempting to solve the first “Who Killed Bones E. Jones” dilemma where they must compare chemical 
characteristics to find out which chemical destroyed his laboratory. Upcoming units of Solutions and Organic 
Chemistry are sure to make the school smell wonderfully. 
  
College Physics class is completing the Forces unit and beginning study of the Work, Power, and Energy unit 
by constructing bridges and developing functioning model roller coasters.  Please check the school web-site 
and various social media outlets to vote on your favorite creation.  Due to a grant from AFCEA, we are able to 
use 3D Pens to make our imaginative designs come to life. 
  
For ALL REGENTS SCIENCE courses, in addition to a daily lecture, students will be scheduled for two lab 
periods in the six-day cycle.  As a prerequisite for admission to the Regents Examination, each student must 
have successfully completed 1200 minutes of laboratory experience with satisfactory written reports.  IN 
ADDITION, Living Environment students must complete the mandatory labs that are given to us by the New 
York State Education Department to be admitted to the Regents Examination.  Students must complete ALL 
laboratory experiences, even if they have satisfied the minimum 1200 minute laboratory requirement set forth 
by NYSED. 
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With Señora Ellison

¿Qué pasa en la clase de español? 
We are so proud of our Spanish students and all the hard work they put into learning a second 
language.  In our increasingly globalized and multicultural world, speaking a second language and 
understanding other cultures are both highly valued skills.  In addition, learning a second language 
has been shown to improve overall brain health, creativity, problem solving and communication 
ability - in any language! 

Español 2 
Señora Ellison’s Spanish II students started the year by learning about Spanish speaking countries 
around the world and reviewing material from last year, such as using common verbs, useful 
classroom phrases, describing themselves and others, describing places and numbers.  Later in the 
year, we will learn how to communicate around the themes such as transportation, community, 
sports & recreation, health, and restaurants, among other topics. 
  
Español 3 
Students began the year with a review of Spanish I and II.  In their third year of Spanish, students 
develop their proficiency from the use of simpler phrases and using basic vocabulary, to 
understanding, responding to, and creating longer, more detailed and specific communication in past, 
present, and future tenses.  We explore topics such as daily routines, travel, clothing, food, leisure 
activities, technology, and jobs/careers.   

Español 4 
We began the year with a unit on Spain, which is followed by units on Mexico, Central America, 
South America and the Caribbean. For each region in the Spanish speaking world, we study aspects 
of geography, history, politics, music, art, literature, sports, food and other aspects of culture.  As a 
final project for each unit, students present a topic of their choice that relates to that region.  In 
addition, students do intensive grammar study throughout the year.   
  
Espanol 5 - SPA 221/222 (College Credit) 
Through this dual-enrollment course, students can earn up to six college credits through Tompkins 
Cortland Community College.  This course also provides students with the chance to receive the 
New York State Seal of Biliteracy. The seal appears on their diploma at graduation and signifies 
that students are able to read, write, and communicate fluently in two languages. 
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Choral News 

Cassie Gronowski 

We are singing again!! It’s been so nice to hear the voices of my 
students.  We are in the process of preparing for our December 
performances, but we do not know what those are going to look like yet.  
We currently have four choirs at South Lewis.  The 5/6th grade choir, the 
7/8th grade choir, the 9-12th grade choir and our high school select choir. 
They are all diving right back into the process of rehearsing to be ready for 
a performance.  We do have some work to do as it has been a long 18 
months without singing.  Singing is a skill that improves with pracVce and 
use.  I am encouraging all chorus members to sing at home as well at 
school. Recordings of our songs are posted on Google Classroom and the 
more they work with them, the be^er they will be, come December.  
While in school, we have to be at least three feet apart and masked while 
we sing.  This is definitely a challenge, but the students are doing a great 
job with these restricVons.  I encourage you to have your child show you 
what we are doing via our Google Classroom. We hope to see you either in 
person or virtually for our concerts this year.  The middle school concert 
will be on December 14th and the high school concert will be on December 
21st, both at 7 PM.    

In other news, we are planning a high school musical in March!!! 
There will be more informaVon on that in the next newsle^er!!!  
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HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELING INFORMATION
Seniors  
By now you should have met with your school counselor regarding your future plans. Reminder for Seniors - 
Get your college application transcript requests to the Counseling Office before Thanksgiving (Friday, Nov. 
19th)!  Consult the information in your senior packet. If you are still searching for colleges, please contact 
your school counselor and ask for help. You will apply online to colleges through their websites 
(www.suny.edu) or (www.commonapp.org) 

Financial Aid Forms 
1. The FAFSA is available online after October 1, 2021. Students planning to attend college must complete 
this form online at www.fafsa.ed.gov.  ID numbers must be obtained at www.fsaid.ed.gov in order to 
complete the FAFSA. Students and parents are encouraged to file as soon as possible after October 1, 2021.  
It helps to organize records prior to sitting down to complete the FAFSA. 
2.  Be sure to click on the TAP (New York State financial aid) button on the FAFSA application.  It will 
automatically fill in your TAP form for you.   
3. The CSS Profile, available at www.collegeboard.com, is a financial aid form that many private schools 
require. CSS profile is not free.  Go on the website to see if your colleges require it. 
 
Scholarships  
Seniors are encouraged to take responsibility for seeking out scholarships for which they may be eligible.  
Local scholarships are posted on the High School Counseling Office page on the South Lewis website. 
Scholarship bulletins are distributed to seniors each month via email. Check the deadline dates. Sources of 
aid are available in your senior packet and on the web at www.fastweb.com. The High School Counseling 
Office will be emailing the scholarship bulletin to the email address of the contact parent in Schooltool each 
month.  

ASVAB Test – Juniors and seniors considering entering the military should take the ASVAB on November 
12th. The ASVAB is required by all branches of the military for entrance.  The results tell students where 
their skills lie, what interests them, if they are “college-ready,” and what careers (both military and civilian) 
match both their skills and their interests. This is a great way for students to start planning the rest of their 
lives. The ASVAB will be offered again to all interested juniors and seniors at Howard G. Sackett Technical 
Center (BOCES) in the spring. 
   
10th & 11th Grade - Students should continue their college research using the resources available to them on 
the internet. Parents who would like to discuss their child’s future plans may phone Mrs. Burmingham or Ms. 
Green for an appointment at 315-348-2530. Visit colleges this year! It is considered a legal absence if a child 
goes on an official college visit. 

Juniors will review their PSAT scores in class with their school counselors in January. Scheduling for senior 
year will also begin in January. You should be researching college and career options now. Many virtual 
opportunities exist for visiting college campuses this year. 
The High School Counseling Office has many resources to assist you with your college selection. Please use 
the following “tips” to help you prepare for college and careers: 
• Attend class every day. 
• Use activity period to work with your teachers. 
• Do all homework and make sure it is handed in on time. 
• Take challenging courses. 

http://www.suny.edu
http://www.co
http://www.fafsa.ed.gov
http://www.fsaid.ed.gov
http://www.collegeboard.com
http://www.fastweb.com
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Sophomores - Representatives from the Howard G. Sackett Center in Glenfield (BOCES) will provide 
virtual information about programs that are available at BOCES. Students who would like more information 
about BOCES should speak with their school counselor. The following criteria must be met prior to 
enrolling in a BOCES program: 
• Successful completion of ninth and tenth grade English and Social Studies 
• Earn at least ten academic credits prior to attending BOCES 
• Junior or senior standing at South Lewis 
• Completed application for BOCES with parental consent 
These guidelines have been established to ensure that students who attend BOCES will be successful in their 
program.  Students will only have the option to enroll in a BOCES program once they have met their 
requirements.  

Freshmen have had time to become familiar with high school expectations. If you have any questions or 
concerns about academic, social, or career issues, please contact Ms. Green or Mrs. Burmingham.  If you are 
considering college, you should begin your research. We are happy to assist you.  It is important to set 
college and career goals based on solid information. 

Below are the Elks Scholarships which will be due in November (with the exception of the Legacy). Those 
students interested must apply online. More information is available in the High School Counseling Office. 
Online deadline is November 15th for the MVS Elks Scholarship. Do not wait until the last day to turn these 
in and ask for help if you need it. Please print out a copy of the application you submit and give it to Mrs. 
Bronson by November 1st. 

The 2022 Most Valuable Student Award, which is open to any senior student and is due on NOVEMBER 
15th. For more information and to download the application please visit the following website: http://
www.enf.elks.org/mvs  

The 2022 Elks Legacy Award is open to any child or grandchild (step-child or step-grandchild) of an Elks 
member who entered the order on or before April 1, 2019. Applications are completed entirely online and are 
due on or before February 7th. For more information and the application, please visit the following website: 
http://www.enf.elks.org  

If you are applying for the NYS Elks Scholarship, please complete the MVS application, print it out, 
complete the NYS Elks Scholarship application cover page, and give the entire scholarship application to 
Mrs. Bronson before November 5th. These applications will be forwarded to the local Elks Lodge.   

Lastly, there is the New York State Elks Association Scholarship which is open to a senior student who is a 
child or stepchild of an Elk member in good standing. The application is the SAME as the Most Valuable 
Student Application, with the only difference being a cover page which you can obtain in the High School 
Counseling Office. 
Scholarship Update  
Seniors should continue to check the scholarship bulletin that is updated and emailed to you every month. 
The scholarship bulletin is also emailed to  parents.  Please take the time to apply for any scholarships that 
you are eligible for. Watch deadlines carefully. Updated bulletins are available in the School Counseling 
Office. Please contact the college financial office to ask about college-specific scholarships. Continue 
working hard in your courses. Remember that there are many school-sponsored scholarships available and it 
is important to maintain your grades and work ethic throughout the rest of your senior year. Good luck with 
scholarships! 

http://www.enf.elks.org/mvs
http://www.enf.elks.org/mvs
http://www.enf.elks.org
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Dear South Lewis, Parents, Residents, and Community Members, 

We have had a great start to the 2021-202 school year at the Middle School and it has 
been wonderful to have all of our students back in school every day.  We can see that 
they are happy to be here and to be active participants in all the things we offer at 
school.  The return to every day in person instruction has been an adjustment for some, 
but staff and students are working hard to implement our typical routines and 
procedures. 

Many of our seventh and eight grade students have participated in modified sports this 
fall.  For most of them this is one of the first chances they have had to join soccer, 
football, cross country, and girls swim.  Our fifth and six grade students have had the 
opportunity to participate in golf and baseball/softball intramurals.  It is important for our 
students’ physical and mental health to be active and it is great to see so many taking 
advantage of these opportunities. 

The seventh grade class took a field trip to Beaver Camp at the end of September and 
completed a stream study, lake scavenger hunt, and nature hike.  Additionally, they 
learned about mammals, predator/prey relationships, and natural fluctuations in wildlife 
populations.  It’s been some time since students have been able to go on field trips and 
this was a welcome return to learning outside of the traditional classroom. 

Activity Nights returned this fall as well.  Students went swimming, and played kickball 
and dodgeball.  We had the best turnout we’ve had in years and students appreciated 
the chance to socialize, play, and have fun with their classmates.  They have had such 
few chances to do that in the past year and a half, and they thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves. 

Everyone has adjusted well to the new elementary addition, the new bus loop, the new 
single point of entry, etc.  Having all UPK-12 staff and students on the same campus 
has been exciting. It is certainly energizing to see our younger students in the 
hallways.   

Thank you for your ongoing support of the Middle School, and I look forward to seeing 
many of you throughout the year! 

Best regards, 
Judy Duppert 
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News From Middle School Guidance 
Mrs. Amanda Kogut, School Counselor and Ms. Angela Arthur, Guidance Secretary 

We are well on our way through another exciVng school year! This year will hopefully bring many new and 
unique opportuniVes and experiences for our students, along with some that we have longed for from the 
past. We are thrilled to have all of our students back in person every day and are opVmisVc about the 
adventure ahead!  

Although being back to school in person every day has been our goal and priority, there may be some 
residual uncertain feelings that you might be noVcing about yourself or your student. For some, this return 
to some version of normalcy may be bringing out relief, excitement, or opVmism while for others it may be 
new stress, worry, or even anxiety. This is not uncommon and the following are a few Vps for working 
through some of the feelings you may be experiencing.  

1.IdenVfy and recognize the way you are feeling, then try to figure out the specific factors in your life 
which are causing you to feel this way. SomeVmes this is easier said than done but this exploraVon can 
oaen help you get a head start on the next Vp! 

2.Focus on what you can control. SomeVmes the unknown is difficult to cope with, but trying to control 
things outside of your ability can be even more exhausVng! Work to accept the things you cannot 
change, and find ways to make the most of what you can control, including your mindset.  

3.Maintain your support networks and connecVons. Oaen, the more you can keep strong social 
supports and connecVons, the more “normal” it helps to feel. These people can help by listening and 
supporVng you, making you laugh, or just to help you get your mind off things for a while.  

4.IdenVfy and communicate your boundaries. SomeVmes it can feel uncomfortable to communicate 
our boundaries to others, but in Vmes of stress this is oaen the best way that we can take care of 
ourselves. This could look like simply sharing that you do not want to talk about a certain topic or 
something difficult, like having to say no to a request that someone makes of you. 

5.Give yourself a break. SomeVmes we all need to take a quick step back, take a breath, and then move 
forward. Whether it is just for a few seconds or a few minutes, taking a break and doing something we 
enjoy (or nothing at all) can help us to fill our tank back up. This is also a part of honoring your 
boundaries! 

6.Seek help. Big feelings and stress are normal, but that doesn’t mean you have to work through them 
alone. Talking with friends, family, or another trusted person can oaen help. Many reliable resources 
can also be found online, including on our middle school counseling office website. If the informal 
strategies that you have tried don’t seem to be working, professionals at the school and other local 
community agencies can help get you connected.  

We can’t wait to see what excitement and opportunity the rest of the year brings!  
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Ms. Fitzgerald, Ms. Still, Mrs. Kraeger, Mrs. Horn

We are always amazed at how quickly the beginning of the school year seems to pass by!  Students are 
quickly and successfully adjusVng to their new environment and challenges in the Middle School.   

In Math, students and teachers have been working hard to meet the expectaVons set forth by the New York 
State Math Modules.  These modules are New York State’s interpretaVon of the Common Core Learning 
Standards.  Students have been working on fluency acVviVes that help their day-to-day math fact recall.  
They are doing well with developing a more sophisVcated understanding of numbers, so they can more 
deeply understand math concepts.  Students are working in more complex ways in order to be successful on 
the New York State Math Exam.   

Fiah Graders have been reading a variety of challenging texts in Literacy.  They have thoroughly examined 
human rights challenges, such as first-hand accounts of past and present situaVons in the world.  Soon we 
will be reading Esperanza Rising by Pam Munoz Ryan. The culminaVng product of this unit will be an essay 
analyzing the character of Esperanza and how she changed as a person during challenges she faced in her 
life. Later in the year, we will integrate science topics with literacy as we learn about rainforest scienVsts and 
their research and the biodiversity of the rainforest. The 1:1 technology is also being uVlized this year as 
students have access to a variety of other texts. Our school district has memberships to several different 
reading sites. These sites offer a diverse category of topics for students to choose from, and each reading 
offers pracVce of literacy skills being taught in the classroom. It has been a great tool for students and 
teachers! 

The science curriculum focuses on several units of study. Fiah grade science is implemenVng the Next 
GeneraVon Science Standards using four big mysteries. Mystery 1: Web of Life - Ecosystems and the Food 
Web. Mystery 2: Watery Planet - Water Cycle and Earth’s Systems. Mystery 3: Spaceship Earth – Sun, Moon, 
Stars, and Planets. Mystery 4: Chemical Magic – Chemical ProperVes and ProperVes of Ma^er. 

Within the social studies curriculum, students have been exploring the Western Hemisphere. We started off 
the school year learning what the Western Hemisphere is and where it is located. This set us in moVon to 
learn about different Vme periods and events that have occurred in the Western Hemisphere. We are 
currently studying the early peoples of America and how complex civilizaVons developed in Mesoamerica. 
Later this year we will study how slavery drove the producVon of sugar, New France and its explorers, and 
the DeclaraVon of Independence.    

With the conVnued increase in rigor throughout all areas, a^endance is vital.  Class discussions play a key 
role in fostering a deeper understanding of the skills and concepts needed to be successful in fiah grade.  As 
a fiah grade, we conVnue to grow both as individuals and intellectuals and look forward to sharing and 
growing even more with one another this school year. 
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With Ms. Gerber, Mrs. Martin, 
Mrs. Mooney, Mr. Niles

In the sixth grade science classrooms students have been very busy learning process skills that scientists perform in the laboratory setting.  We 
will be studying structures and properties of matter, waves and electromagnetic radiation, space systems, interdependent relationships in 
ecosystems, and human impacts.  Along with completing labs in each unit, we also read and discuss informational text, watch educational video 
presentations, and engage in many other learning activities.  As part of the NYS Common Core expectations, ELA reading and writing skills, as 
well as math skills are incorporated into the sixth grade science curriculum, and students are expected to utilize these skills when completing 
assigned tasks. 

In English 6 with Ms. Gerber and Mrs. Martin, students have been working hard to improve their reading and writing skills.  There are four 
modules, each having a central text and other supporting texts.   

Module 1 – The Lightning Thief   Module 2 – Bud, Not Buddy 

  Module 3 – Flush   Module 4 – Frightful’s Mountain 

Students are also interacting with supplemental texts of various genres that support the major ideas within each central text.  Each unit 
incorporates a major writing piece as well.  These pieces will focus students on various elements of writing such as theme, plot, paragraph 
formation, introductions, conclusions, main/central idea, and character development.  In the future units, students will be working on research 
projects, writing evidence-based claims, and taking their analytical skills to a higher level.  These topics will incorporate many non-fiction pieces.  
Students will make connections between major themes in the novels they have read this year.  The ELA units are fast-paced, exciting, and 
challenging us to do our best thinking each day.  This is in preparation for our NYS ELA Assessment in the Spring of 2022. 

In Math 6 with Mr. Niles and Mrs. Mooney, we are busy working through the modules in order to prepare them for the NYS Math Assessment in the 
Spring.  The modules 1-6 contain notes, examples, and practice problems that the students are expected to complete in order to fulfill the 
Common Core expectations. 
 Module 1 – Ratios and Unit Rates      Module 4 – Expressions and Equations 

 Module 2 – Arithmetic Operations Including Division of Fractions   Module 5 – Area, Surface Area, and Volume 

Module 3 – Rational Numbers     Module 6 – Statistics 

We’ve had a great year so far and look forward to seeing what successes the rest of the school year brings!   

Sixth Grade Social Studies is based on the geography and history of the Eastern Hemisphere, including the 
development of cultures, civilizations, and empires; interaction between societies; and the comparison of 
trends in government and economics.  The course began by examining the Eastern Hemisphere today and 
geographical skills.  This provides the foundation to make connections between the past and the present.  The 
remainder of the course is divided into seven key ideas that cover a span from pre-history into the 1300’s.  
Students are provided the opportunity to explore belief systems across time and to examine the foundations of 
democracy.  The seven key ideas for 6th Grade Social Studies include:  Eastern Hemisphere Geography, The 
First Humans through the Neolithic Revolution, Early River Valley Civilizations, World Religions, Classical 
Civilizations, Mediterranean World and Feudal Western Europe, and Interactions across the Eastern 
Hemisphere.  Sixth Grade Social Studies is an exciting course, where students will read, analyze, compare and 
contrast major themes and characteristics of several ancient civilizations.  In addition, students will continue 
geography, apply map skills, and complete inquiries.  It is great to see the students so eager to learn about 
ancient civilizations!  We thank you for your continued support. 
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We are so happy to have 
a l l s t uden ts back i n 
school!  Everyone has 
been working hard in math 
class.  In module 1, 
Operations with Rational 
N u m b e r s , s t u d e n t s 
discovered the rules for 
a d d i n g , s u b t r a c t i n g , 

multiplying and dividing integers.   These concepts 
were then extended to rational numbers, and  
positive and negative numbers.  Calculators have 
been introduced and are available for use in class.  
We recommend any four-function calculator for use 
at home. We also learned about Order of 
Operations, the order in which we solve problems.  
In October, we worked on Module 2, Algebraic 
Reasoning, where students learned to solve 
equations and inequalities that involve rational 
numbers. 

If you have not already joined Mrs. Liddiards’ 
Remind class, you can text @liddiard to 81010 to 
sign up! 

We are almost done with our first 
unit about NaVve Americans.  
During this unit, the students 
learned about why NaVve 
Amer icans came to North 
America and how they arrived.  
W e a l s o l o o k e d a t h o w 
environment plays an important 
part on where the people se^led. 
Students completed an acVvity 
u s i n g we bs i te s a b o u t te n 

different tribal regions in the 
United States to understand how their environment effected 
their way of life. Next, we are studying about the Mayas, 
Incas, and Aztecs and how they played a major role in 
civilizaVon in the Western Hemisphere.  Students will  
parVcipate in an archeological dig to find arVfacts related to 
the three tribes. 

These acVviVes are designed to help students understand 
how America was first started and what impacts these 
NaVve American civilizaVons contributed to, and how the 
environment played an important role for the naVves with 
the types of houses, food grown, and clothing worn. 

 Our next unit is on explorers.  In this unit, students will 
research an explorer, construct a model of their boat and 
make a Facebook page about their explorer. This acVvity is 
designed to help students learn about the people that were 
instrumental discovering land we live on today. 

Our remaining units are the Colonies, RevoluVonary War, 
ConsVtuVon, Moving west , the C iv i l War, and 
ReconstrucVon.  I look forward to working with your children 

With Mrs. Liddiard  

and Mrs. Schneider

Students have started our first novel of 
the school year, A Long Walk to Water, 
by Linda Sue Park. During this module, 
students will explore the experiences of 
people of Southern Sudan during and 
after the Second Sudanese Civil War. 
They will build proficiency in using 

textual evidence to support ideas in their writing, both in 
shorter responses, a two-voice poem and in an extended essay. 
Students will also read closely to practice citing evidence and 
drawing inferences from this compelling text to analyze and 
contrast the points of view of the two central characters, Salva 
and Nya. Additionally, they will read informational text to 
gather evidence on the perspectives of the Dinka and Nuer 
tribes of Southern Sudan. 

Our next module is Lyddie, by Katherine Paterson. The main 
character, Lyddie Worthen, and her family must face a lot of 
hard things living on a farm in Vermont in the 1840s. One of 
these things is Lyddie facing off with a bear! She has to scare 
the bear away to protect her mother and siblings: Charles, 
Rachel, and Agnes. Throughout the book, Lyddie compares her 
incident with the bear to many challenges on her journey from 
the country life in Vermont to the city life in Massachusetts. 
During this module, students will debate whether Lyddie is a 
Slave or a Free person, compare and contrast the working 
conditions from the 1800s (Lyddie), 1900s (Cesar Chavez), and 
today (Wegmans). Students will also research current working 
conditions in developing and undeveloped countries, which 
opened their eyes to, "Who really makes our clothing?" From 
this research, they will create a brochure of their findings. 
 
Please contact me anytime at cshedd@southlewis.org 

With Mrs. Groff

In Science 7, we have started the 
year with a unit on how to work 
productively with others. The students 

will learn to use behavior norms and group work roles to 
guide their collaboration. The focus will be on effective 
participation and  communication. 

During Science 7, we will be covering units on: living 
systems, processes of organisms, weather, and human 
body systems. These units will be taught via class 
discussions, group work, labs, note taking, and projects. 
Students will be expected to engage, participate, and 
complete work daily. It will be important for students to 
responsibly keep caught up and to seek help if they need 
it. 

At the end of September, students were taught how to 
make and document their own discoveries connecting 
science to their daily lives. This has become an 
assignment due each 6-day cycle containing images, 
detailed observations, inferences, and questions. I am 
looking forward to where their curiosity will take them and 
what they will discover, both inside and outside the 
classroom.  

With Mr. Shedd

English

With Mrs. Swartzentruber
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With 

Mrs. Vae
rewyck

This year in eighth grade science, we 
started out with discovering how to set up 
a proper scientific investigation by 
answering questions such as “Do you get 
more wet by walking or running through 
the rain?” and “Do Double Stuf Oreo 
cookies actually have twice the amount of 
filling?” Soon, we will dive into all things 
small—discussing atoms and molecules 
along with the periodic table and phases of 
matter. We will also spend some time 
classifying the world around us—just in 
time for some snow & holiday themed 
dichotomous keys, which will be here 
before we know it! We are so excited to 
learn about Energy & Circuits, Earth 
Science, and Forces and Genetics later 
this year!

With Mr. Reid

As we approach the end of the first marking 
period, we have finished focusing on post-Civil 
War industrialism in the United States and have 
begun studying expansionism prior to the World 
Wars and modern era in United States history. We 
will soon begin discussing the end of U.S. 
isolationism and the rise of American imperialism 
which will culminate with the start of the First 
World War. As we continue, we will also be 
looking at social reforms in the United States and 
examining how the U.S. grew to be a world 
power during the World Wars. We will then 
examine how overproduction and buying on 
credit led to the Great Depression. We also spend 
a good deal of time throughout the year 
comparing what has happened in the past to 
current world events and discussing how what has 
happened can guide us through what is happening 
or is about to happen.  
  
Alongside the content of the 8th Grade Social 
Studies curriculum, we spend time on the skills 
that accompany it. We spend a good amount of 
time on graphs, charts, and visual information 
sources such as political cartoons, photographs, 
and the arts in order to improve skills in reading 
and examining documents for information, as 
well as using graphic organizers to plan written 
responses. 
  
We are also working with the English Language 
Arts department to use common planning 
strategies and test-taking strategies we have 
developed to help students be successful in their 
critical reading, writing, and thinking in both 
content areas. This will give students a better 
chance to be successful using these types of 
historical documents on their Grade 8 
assessments. 
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With  

Ms. Nuffer 

Readers, let me start by asking you three questions:  

•Is our ability to do mathematics inherited?   
•Am I only going to be good at mathematics if my parents were good at math?   
•How do our brains take on information and allow for one to become better in mathematics?   

The answer to the first two questions is definitely, no, which leads us to needing to ponder and explore 
the answer to the third question posed.   

Now, we may inherit strengths or weaknesses with respect to various gifts and talents, and that may 
include math, which is certainly a strength for some, and a weakness for others.  However, just because 
something is an area of strength or an area of weakness does not mean that it will always be the case.  The 
question then lies is how badly do you want to improve?  Hard work and perseverance are the only way to 
improve, regardless of your past math experiences, and every student has the ability to do both. 

Dr. Jo Boaler, a mathematics professor at Stanford University, published a book called “Mathematical 
Mindsets: Unleashing Students' Potential through Creative Math, Inspiring Messages and Innovative Teaching.”  
Here, she introduces the concept of brain plasticity and how one’s brain can grow and change within a small 
measure of time.  Many scientists have studied this area of the brain, and in connection to the classroom have 
realized that it all comes back to whether a student is encouraged and taught how to have a growth mindset 
versus a fixed mindset.  An example within the classroom of what this could look like is when a student goes 
into an assessment, their initial thoughts could be “My parents do not know how to do this, so I am not going to 
do well on this quiz,” or “If I do not get a 90 or above on this test, then I am a failure.”  Everyone has their own 
fixation to work through or change, but at the end of the day this mindset holds students back from actually 
prioritizing the task at hand over the fixation, hindering their performance in the classroom.  

I never expect a student who has struggled with mathematics in the past to come into my classroom and 
at the end of the year leave loving math, although that has happened.  My goal is to have students improve not 
only their math skills, but also their ability to learn and their mindsets in how they approach the tasks that are 
laid before them.  Sometimes that means that a higher achieving student achieves even more.  Other times it 
means a student who hates math leaves at the end of the year hating math a little bit less.  One quote written on 
the wall by my desk sums it up well: “If you do not try, you will not know.” Continually putting forth the effort 
each and every day, and knowing that repetition and continual practice of concepts is the only way students’ 
brains will grow and take on the concepts needed to be successful this year and beyond, are my goals for all of 
my students.  Students, all I ask is that you continue to be flexible and try your best each and every day, so that 
your brains will also learn how to do the same.  

For further reading of the article online introducing brain plasticity and the study on the black cab 
drivers of London, see the attached link below: 

https://www.wiley.com/learn/jossey-bass/what-the-black-cab-drivers-of-london-taught-us-about-learning-
and-ability.html  

8th Grade

https://www.wiley.com/learn/jossey-bass/what-the-black-cab-drivers-of-london-taught-us-about-learning-and-ability.html
https://www.wiley.com/learn/jossey-bass/what-the-black-cab-drivers-of-london-taught-us-about-learning-and-ability.html
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In 15:1 Math instruction, students will be working on their IEP 
goals. I will be using a variety of instructional strategies to 

address student goals to help them learn grade level material. 
Some of the instructional strategies will include structured lessons 

with collaborative group work (on the computer), small group 
discussions, 1:1 conferencing, and lots of technology-based lessons.   

The 5th and 6th grade math programs implement Common Core Learning Standards 
using Math Modules. There are six modules in all. Topics of study are as follows: Place 
Value and Decimal Fractions, Multi-Digit Whole Number and Decimal Fraction 
Operations, Addition and Subtraction of Fractions, Multiplication and Division of 
Fractions, Decimal Fractions, Addition and Multiplication with Volume and Area, and 
Problem Solving with the Coordinate Plane. 
I also pre-teach and re-teach Math concepts to students as a means of helping them 
gain success within their general education Math classes. The students will achieve 
much this year, in terms of academic growth, greater self-confidence, and improved 
social skills.  With the use of technology growing every year, I plan to do a lot of our 
math lessons, homework and other activities on their chrome books, using a program 
that is similar to what the students will see when state testing. I am looking forward to a 
great school year! 

With Alicia Paluck

It certainly is nice to see all of the students together 
again after having only half the students here each 
day last year.  Of course, transition takes time and I 
believe that slowly we are readjusting to what a 

normal school day looks like and are getting back into our customary routines. 
  
So far this year in 8th grade English we have been studying the American food system.  Students were given a 
choice to pick one of four meals, all from Michael Pollan’s food chains that he describes in his book, The 
Omnivore’s Dilemma.  The students had to choose between a fast food meal, a fully organic meal, food that 
could be received locally or food that had to be hunted and or gathered.   
  
It was interesting to see their choices and read their reasoning.  Some students chose what was familiar to them 
and others wanted to go out on a limb and try fire morels or a roasted boar leg.  Ultimately, this leads to a study 
of how each of these meals makes it to the table in front of them.  So far we have delved into the industrial food 
chain and industrial organic food chain.  We just started reading about the local sustainable food chain and will 
be learning about the hunter-gatherer food chain as well. 
  
It might be interesting to ask your children about GMO seeds and the implications they may have on our future.  
They may enjoy explaining to you how potatoes are grown, or how cows are treated on CAFO’s out in the 
midwest.  Ask them about how corn has taken over a majority of what we eat, or even the meager criteria that 
have to be met for an item to be labeled “USDA Organic.” 
 
These ideas have sparked insightful discussions in my classes, and it has truly been a pleasure hearing the 
student’s opinions on these topics.  I can’t wait to continue further and get into our next unit where we will study 
the novel To Kill a Mockingbird.  As always, please contact me with any questions.

With Mr. Gibson
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With Mr. Liddiard

Home and Careers with Mrs. Vargo

Introduction to Technology is offered all three years of middle school.  Students in 6th grade take 10 weeks of 
Technology every day.  Students take a half year (20 weeks) of Technology ever other day in 7th and 8th 
grade.  All of the classes focus on hands-on project based learning. The students learn concepts and skills, 
then apply them to the completion of a project or activity.  Safety is always stressed when using tools and 
equipment.  The students should enjoy the projects and activities while meeting the curriculum goals and 
New York State Standards which also helps with the common core and 21st Century Goals.   

The 6th grade focuses on introducing technology and what we use it for and how it effects our lives.  They 
have learned about Technology and its seven resources.  The students use the computers to do a presentation 
to the class.  They also learn measuring and drawing to gear up towards their wood project, safely using hand 
tools and basic machines. 

The 7th Grade looks into transportation. They also learn orthographic drawing that will help us design a CO2 
powered dragster.  They study and test aerodynamic ideas using the wind tunnel and computer for their 
prototypes.  They then build and race the car they designed with tools and machines. 

The 8th grade focuses on manufacturing.  They are learning about power tools and manufacturing to safely 
build projects of their own design.  We will transform the laboratory into a factory to build a class set of the 
same project quicker, easier and better.  The students will be learning about what it is like working the same 
job every day in a factory as well as design and choosing resources. 

The 2021-2022 school year is off to a great start in room 112!  Six grade students in Home & Career Skills are learning 
the importance of strong and assertive communication while developing self-esteem and identifying their personal 
values through experiential learning activities.  Students will continue with life skills development such as decision 
making, problem solving, critical thinking, and resource management as they design and create sewing projects.  
Machine and hand sewn project options include an upcycled grocery bag or pillow, keychains, tissue/pencil holders, 
bookmarks, and felt monsters.      

In seventh and eighth grade classes,  students are continuing to develop life skills introduced in sixth grade through 
various cooperative learning activities.  Strengthening these skills will be helpful in preparing them to meet present and 
future responsibilities as family, school, and community members.  In the first few weeks of the semester, students 
learned the importance of building strong communication skills in order to establish and maintain healthy relationships 
with themselves, peers, friends, and family. Currently, students are exploring the family life cycle, roles and 
responsibilities of members, family stressors, and modern family structures.  

Soon students will begin the food preparation and nutrition unit. This is an exciting unit for most students as they get to 
work as a team to create tasty seasonal recipes.   Before they get to experiment and have fun in the kitchen, they must 
first learn important aspects of food and kitchen safety in addition to basic skills such as selecting and reading a recipe, 
shopping for ingredients, and identifying, using, and properly caring for kitchen tools and equipment. This unit 
encourages teamwork, collaboration, and interpersonal communication. Relevant skills acquired during food labs can 
be applied at home, in school, in the community and in the workplace now and in the future as students prepare for the 
challenges of high school, the workforce, and life on their own.  The final unit of the semester will focus on career 
exploration as well as basic financial literacy skills, including budgeting, banking, and other areas related to personal 
finance.    
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Special Education Update from Mr. Oakes 
Topics: 
Mr. Oakes’ 5th and 6th grade class have just started some interesting literature.  Fifth grade 
students will be reading Esperanza Rising.  Currently, we are exploring the fundamentals of Human 
Rights. Sixth graders will be reading  Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief and  Hero’s Journey.  
Students are building background knowledge about Greek Gods.  Throughout the year, students 
will be working on skills to help increase comprehension.  As a whole group, we are building 
decoding skills, reading comprehension skills and fluency with a reading program called LightSail.  
This program aligns with the common core standards and helps all students to connect with 
reading, at their proficient reading level.  

  
Technology: 
Students are enhancing their learning as they routinely use their new Chromebooks everyday.  
They have been trained with several extensions from Google to practice ELA and Math skills.  
These extensions include Read and Write, OrbitDoc and Equatio.  Read and Write is an extension 
that allows students to access grade level text by having the computer read an article to them, 
highlight important information and define words with a definition or picture.  OrbitDoc allows 
students to record themselves reading a text and then send the recording to the teacher for review. 
Students use Google Classroom to access all of our class notes and assignments. Equatio allows 
students to record their answers on the computer using appropriate math symbols. 
  
What can Parents do? 
 Students are encouraged to pick literature that interests them outside of school. Reading should 
be fun and enjoyable.  Parents, read with your children two to three times a week to foster literacy 
and build grade level comprehension. Parents are also encouraged to practice basic math facts 
with their children. Use flash cards or anything that fosters learning their basic math facts. Please 
teach your children the importance of coming to school everyday. However, if they are sick, please 
keep them home!!  
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Special Education Update from Mrs. VanBrocklin and Miss 
Bradish:

  

ELA with Mrs. VanBrocklin: 
7th Grade ELA students are currently reading A Long Walk to Water  by Linda Sue Park. They are 
learning about the struggles of the Lost Boys and children in Sudan. They will learn about our real life 
main character and his mission to bring water to his home country.  After finishing the novel, they will 
be learning about Cesar Chavez and poor working conditions for migrant farm workers.  They will 
finish the year reading Lyddie and learning about textile mills from the past.   

8th Grade ELA students have been reading  Omnivore’s Dilemma  and are enjoying learning about 
where their food comes from. They are discussing the four types of food chains and how food is 
manufactured. They will read To Kill a Mockingbird later in the year and will be learning about the 
importance of taking a stand.  They will also discuss the importance of the Golden Rule and how it 
relates to society from both the past and present.  

Math with Miss Bradish: 
Miss Bradish’s 7th and 8th Grade Math classes have been working hard and honing in on their math 
skills. Students have been working with Reflex, an innovative online tool that helps reinforce skills 
students learn in the classroom and tracks student progress in real time. 

7th Grade Math: Students have been reintroduced to the meanings of value of a ratio, equivalent 
ratios, rate, and unit rate. Students conceptualize that two quantities are proportional to each other 
when there exists a constant such that each measure in the first quantity multiplied by this constant 
gives the corresponding measure in the second quantity. Throughout the rest of the year, students will 
continue to work with rational and irrational numbers, expressions and equations, precents, statistics 
and geometry.  

8th Grade Math: Students have learned to identify positive and negative numbers with exponents, 
expand rational numbers using exponential notation, identify and explain different types of 
transformations, solve one-step variable equations and re-writing decimals using scientific notation. 
Students will continue to work with rational and irrational numbers with all four operations, graph linear 
and nonlinear equations, and prepare for the state test. 

Special Education Information: 

Structured Lessons: 
15:1 Classes: The 15:1 classes are designed to provide small group grade level module instruction 
with some modifications based on specific student needs.  Lessons in the special education classroom 
consist of modeling, guided practice, and independent practice.  Students in these classes will be 
provided with homework assignments to practice their skills at home and will receive a grade.   

(Continued on Page 30)
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Resource Room:  Resource classes deliver direct instruction and practice skills which were identified 
as needs in a student’s IEP.  During this time, teachers also re-teach and pre-teach module material 
covered in class.  Students focus on areas per their IEP goals and are provided the appropriate 
support and content.  Students use Reflex, Lightsail, and Scholastic.com as resources in the 
classroom to reinforce skills they are learning in the classroom. Additionally, students are encouraged 
to think aloud and share their thought process. Students are provided an opportunity to interact and 
engage to build confidence in the academic areas of Math and Reading/Writing. Parents will receive a 
quarterly report on their child's progress.   

Technology: 
Students are using their Chromebooks for several in-class activities.  They have been trained on using 
several extensions to assist them with their reading and writing.  These extensions include text to 
speech, word prediction and voice typing.  We have the programs Read&Write for Google and EquatIO 
to assist with giving students online accommodations.  Almost all of their online content can be read to 
them using these tools.  

Some of our favorite websites are www.lightsailed.com, www.newsela.com, www.spellingcity.com, 
www.mathsisfun.com, Reflex math and Prodigy.  Many of these websites can be accessed at home to 
get additional practice.  

What can Parents do? 
ELA: Students should be encouraged to read at least 20 minutes per day outside of class to improve 
their reading skills. We have an online reading program called LightSail that students can access at 
home.  It is important for students to choose books/articles/magazines at their reading level and find 
readings that are interesting to them. You can have them read the newspaper, captions on a T.V. show, 
mail, recipe directions or road signs. Any reading outside of school will be very beneficial for them! For 
more ideas at home or any questions, feel free to contact me at bvanbrocklin@southlewis.org.  
 
MATH: It is important for students to continue their math skills by practicing outside of the classroom. 
Math has been taught many different ways using different methods throughout time. To see how the 
material is being taught in school, students and their families are encouraged to check engageny.org 
where videos and modules are provided by the state on each lesson and unit that will be taught. This 
website provides a breakdown of current New York standards and methods of all classwork and 
homework assignments that are sent home. Additional support for any real-life math such as budgeting 
or grocery shopping are great opportunities for students to apply their skills in a real world situation. 
For any additional help or questions, I am readily available at cbradish@southlewis.org.  

http://www.lightsailed.com
http://www.newsela.com
http://www.spellingcity.com
http://www.mathsisfun.com
mailto:bvanbrocklin@southlewis.org
mailto:cbradish@southlewis.org
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Students are gradually developing the skills to read, write, speak and listen in 
Spanish.   At this time, they are able to greet someone and have a basic conversation 
about themselves and their friends.   They will soon be learning how to talk about 
their classes and school, as well as their family and home.   Feel free to ask the 
students what they have learned!   They might be willing to share with you some of 
our fun songs we listen to!

Señorita Davidson 
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South Lewis Central School

Important Telephone Numbers


24 Hour Schools Weather Information Line (348-COLD)  315-348-2563


South Lewis Elementary School  
  Elementary Principal’s Office     315-348-2600

  Nurse         315-348-2625

  Attendance         315-348-2526

  Emergency Line       315-348-6768


South Lewis High School       

  High School Principal’s Office     315-348-2520

  High School Guidance Office     315-348-2530

  Nurse         315-348-2525

  Attendance        315-348-2526  
  Athletic Director       315-348-2562

  School Sports 24 Hour Information Line   315-348-2580

  Emergency Line       315-348-8997


South Lewis Middle School

  Middle School Principal’s Office     315-348-2570  

  Middle School Guidance Office     315-348-2575

  Nurse         315-348-2525

  Attendance        315-348-2526

  Athletic Director       315-348-2562

  School Sports 24 Hour Information Line   315-348-2580

  Emergency Line       315-348-5107


Bus Garage & Transportation Office     315-348-2590

  Emergency Line       315-348-5570


District Office & Superintendent of Schools    315-348-2500  

  Emergency Line       315-348-5567


Special Education Office       315-348-2535


School-Based Health Center      315-348-2585



